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Abstract

It is mandatory for the Research in Tamil that they ought to choose a right Methodology. In that way, while pursuing research in Sangam Literature which is a treasure of Tamil Culture, they need to have a correct research approach. The present concepts of research may cater to the needs of the Researcher on Ancient Tamils portrayed in Sangam Literature. In this context, Edward D. Bono introduces the Six Action Shoes Concepts of lateral thinking which may be applied in the study of the philosophy of the Ancient Tamils. This Paper tries to probe this idea through the poems of Sangam Literature.
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பதிவு

சிங்க குலோரிப் அம்ம நால்கு கலோரிகள் வரலாறு
ஞான பொழிவுகுல ராங்க மார்

Edward D. Bono introduces the Six Action Shoes Concepts of lateral thinking which may be applied in the study of the philosophy of the Ancient Tamils. This Paper tries to probe this idea through the poems of Sangam Literature.
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